CORRIGENDUM

No. AIIMS/Pat/Tender/Paediatrics/Neonatal ventilator/2013  Dated: 01/02/2014

Ref: Tender No. AIIMS/Pat/Tender/Paediatrics/neonatal ventilator/2013 dated: 01/02/2014 published in newspaper & hosted on website of www.aiimspatna.org.

After pre-bid meeting on 12.02.2014 following corrigendum is issued:

1. Point No. A (1) at page no 37 should be read as “Advance technology neonatal ventilator for premature babies, infants and children and should be able to ventilate patients with body weight as low as 400 grams”. The phrases “dedicated” and “not universal use ventilator” stands deleted.
2. Point no. D (1) “Should have knobs/keys for setting following parameters ....” at page no. 37 “ should be read as “Should have knobs/keys/touch screen for setting following parameters.....”
3. Point No. D (2) at page no. 37, the words “Amplitude and frequency” stands deleted.
4. Point no. D 3 (b) at page no 38 should be read as ‘Expiration time 0.1 -3 sec or automatic.
5. Point No.D 3(c) at page No.38 the phrase “8-12Hz in HFO mode” stands deleted
6. Point no. D 3 (e) on page 38, the phrase “MAP 8-30 CM H2O in HFO mode” stands deleted.
7. Point no. D 3 (g) at page no 38 should be read as “Tidal Volume : 2-200 ml” instead of “Tidal volume 2-300 ml”
8. Point No. (H) at page No. 38, the sentence should be read as “Should have battery back-up for the ventilator with rechargeable battery/UPS for 90 minutes operation. The term “integrated” stands deleted.
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